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Charles B. Pierce
(June 16, 1938 – March 5, 2010)

Charles B. Pierce was an American film director, screenwriter, producer, set
decorator, cinematographer and actor, and is considered one of the first modern independent filmmakers. Pierce directed thirteen films over the span of 26
years, but is best known for his cult hits The Legend of Boggy Creek (1973)
and The Town That Dreaded Sundown (1976).
An Arkansas resident most of his life, Pierce made his directorial debut
with Boggy Creek, a faux documentary-style film inspired by the legend of
the Bigfoot-like Fouke Monster. The low-budget film grossed roughly $25
million, and Pierce followed that success with several inexpensive, regional
films set in the southern United States, including The Town That Dreaded
Sundown, based on the true story of the Phantom Killer murders
in Texarkana.
Pierce continued directing films into the 1980s, when he wrote the story for
the Clint Eastwood film Sudden Impact. For that screenplay, he is said to
have written the phrase, "Go ahead, make my day," which became one of the
most famous movie quotes in history. After years of pressure from producers,
Pierce directed a Boggy Creek sequel, Boggy Creek II: And the Legend Continues, which he considered the worst film of his career; it was later riffed on
by the comedy television series Mystery Science Theater 3000.
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In Recognition Of

George Eastman Museum
Entrepreneur George Eastman (1854–1932), the pioneer of popular photography.
In 1947, the Board of Regents of the State of New York chartered George Eastman House Inc. as an independent nonprofit educational institution—specifically,
a museum of photography and allied pursuits created as a memorial to George
Eastman. The next year, the University of Rochester donated Eastman’s mansion
and surrounding property to the museum. At the museum’s opening in 1949, it
was one of only two American museums with a photography department and one
of only two American museums with a film department (the Museum of Modern
Art also had both). In 1951, the museum opened the beautiful Dryden Theatre,
with seating for more than five hundred people, to exhibit films.
For almost forty years, the museum displayed objects from its collections in the
rooms of George Eastman’s mansion. As its collections expanded and experts
became more knowledgeable about the nature and importance of appropriate conditions for the storage of photographs and film, a new museum facility became
essential. In 1989, the museum completed construction of a 73,000-square-foot
building (more than 70 percent of which is below ground level) that included climate-controlled collection vaults, exhibition galleries, libraries, offices, and photographic conservation and film preservation labs.

Today, visitors to the George Eastman Museum can view at least three temporary
exhibitions on photography and cinema in our galleries, tour George Eastman’s
mansion and gardens (a National Historic Landmark), and see daily films at the
Dryden Theatre.

The George Eastman Museum Film Preservation Services division offers
internationally renowned archival expertise to businesses, film archives,
filmmakers, universities, museums, and non-profit originations.
Kyle Alvut
Manager, Film Preservation Services
900 East Ave.
Rochester, NY, 14607
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In Recognition Of

Audio Mechanics
With over 25 years of service, Audio Mechanics has become one
of the most sought-after, respected, award winning audio service
providers for film studios, music labels, content owners, collections and archives, with a reputation for aesthetic integrity and
unparalleled technical proficiency.
Under John Polito’s expert guidance, the staff of talented audio
engineers are trained and skilled in the meticulous art of listening
to professional audio content, and have acquired the mastery of
the technical tools (both old and new), enabling them to bring
forth the very highest quality in audio design, capture, preservation, transfer, restoration, mixing, re-mastering and audio enhancement.
Their multiple award-winning team has earned the trust and respect of the most exacting clientele from the motion picture and
music industry, the academic world government organizations,
forensic laboratories, and independent collections.

1200 W. Magnolia Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91506
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In Recognition Of
Klipsch Group, Inc.
and the
Klipsch Heritage Museum

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE KLIPSCH MUSEUM OF AUDIO HISTORY
AND TO KLIPSCH GROUP, INC.

Tonight's performance is dynamically delivered with the legendary sound of Klipsch loudspeakers. Paul W. Klipsch (PWK) is the only non-musician, genre, or
composer honored by the Regional Music Heritage Center. Why? Because more
people have heard music more accurately reproduced on Klipsch loudspeakers
than by any other means. His 1946 Klipschorn loudspeaker design is the longest
in continuous production ever, remaining little changed for over 70 years. PWK,
in one of his many well-known “Klipschisms,” said “My ideas on speaker design
will change when the laws of physics change" The mighty Klipschorn, his other
great designs, and their successors are still proudly hand-crafted by your friends
and neighbors in Hope, Arkansas. The complete line of Klipsch loudspeakers can
be viewed at klipsch.com. Visit and support the Klipsch Museum of Audio History, located across the street from the Klipsch loudspeaker factory, at KlipschMusum.org. With the goal of preserving and proliferating the teachings and
discoveries of PWK, the Klipsch Museum of Audio History provides a close look
into the dawn of hi-fi and the scientific discoveries that opened up a world of dynamic sound for everyone.
Notes on prelude music at the Perot
The prelude music tonight is history in itself. You will, hear the Robert H. Morton theater organ that once resided in one of the chambers over the box seats and
now is stored in the catacombs under the Perot. You will hear it and the film via
Klipsch KI-396 loudspeakers supported by a massive 1802 subwoofer. The
RMHC hopes and supports its restoration and extension of its resources to allow
use both as a theater organ as well as in support of classical organ repertoire by
the Texarkana Symphony Orchestra.
The recording you will hear is performed by John Eargle, also a genius and
whose studies under PWK later resulted in Eargle being one of the principal developers of the Dolby THX movie sound system we all enjoy in theaters and at
home. PWK engineered the recording in person. This theatre, the movie, the organ, John Eargle, and Paul Wilbur Klipsch are all legacies of our city’s place in
the history of American culture. Enjoy with pride.
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Jaime Mendoza-Nava

Jaime Mendoza-Nava was a BolivianAmerican composer and conductor born in La Paz, Bolivia. He
studied at The Juilliard School and Madrid Royal Conservatory,
the Sorbonne, and with Nadia Boulanger. He won the Madrid
Conservatory's First Prize in 1950, completing the five-year program in a year's time. Eventually, he was on the staff of Walt Disney Studios and his works were recorded by MGM Records.
Much of his music is inspired by the pentatonic music of
the Andes. In Hollywood, he also had several credits as a sound
editor. He died in Los Angeles, California, on May 31, 2005.
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Ralph McQuarrie
(June 13, 1929 – March 3, 2012)

Ralph Angus McQuarrie was an American conceptual designer and illustrator. His career included work on the original Star Wars trilogy, the original Battlestar Galactica television series, the film E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial,
and the film Cocoon, for which he won an Academy Award.
Impressed with his work, director and filmmaker George Lucas met with him
to discuss his plans for a space-fantasy film. Several years later, in 1975, Lucas commissioned McQuarrie to illustrate several scenes from the script of the
film, Star Wars. McQuarrie designed many of the film's characters, including Darth Vader, Chewbacca, R2-D2 and C-3PO and drew many concepts for
the film's sets.
McQuarrie's concept paintings were instrumental in helping Lucas to win approval from 20th Century Fox; armed with vivid illustrations of his planned
movie, Lucas was able to convince Fox executives to take a gamble and fund
his Star Wars project.
The Legend of Boggy Creek was his first film poster.
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The Legend of Boggy Creek

The Legend of Boggy Creek is a 1972 horror docudrama about the "Fouke
Monster", a Bigfoot-type creature that reportedly has been seen in and
around Fouke, Arkansas since the 1940s. The film mixes staged interviews
with some local residents who claim to have encountered the creature,
along with reenactments of said encounters. Charles B. Pierce, an advertising salesman from Texarkana on the Arkansas/Texas state line, borrowed
over $100,000 from a local trucking company, used an old 35mm movie
camera and hired locals (mainly high school students) to help make the 85minute film. The film has generated approximately $20 million in box office revenue.
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Pamula Pierce Barcelou

Our interview with Pamula Pierce Barcelou and how The Legend of Boggy
Creek was restored after nearly 50 years. How does a film that grossed $25
million at the box office – $145 million in today’s dollars – just…
disappear? The Legend of Boggy Creek was one of the top 10 films of
1972, with the highest-reported ROI for any film until The Blair Witch
Project. But after 1975, you’d be hard pressed to see it or even hear about
it, except from a devoted group of fans with unauthorized copies who kept
the legend alive.
On June 14, after decades in the bootleg bog, Charles B. Pierce’s The Legend of Boggy Creek will reappear in full restoration glory at The Perot
Theatre in Texarkana, Texas. This is the story of that restoration – and how
a daughter’s love and tenacity helped make it happen.
It’s not quite right to call Boggy Creek one of the first docudramas because
Pierce invented the genre. And it’s all based on real-life events. In the early
1970s in Fouke, Arkansas, reports emerged of a terrifying Bigfoot-type
creature – seven-feet tall, three-toed, covered in reddish-brown hair with
bright eyes. Sightings of the Fouke monster spurred dozens of newspaper
accounts that put Texarkana on the national map. So Charlies Pierce decided to make a movie about it.
Pierce was the film’s director and co-producer, its cinematographer and
one of its balladeers (“Nobody Sees the Flowers but Me,” credited as Jimmy Collins). If he could have played the Fouke monster, he probably
would’ve. In making Boggy Creek, Pierce stayed true to the legend and
kept it personal, using locals who had seen the monster and who had been
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Pierce died in 2010. Alzheimer’s had disease robbed The Maverick of not
only his creative power but the physical artifacts of his legacy. Most of his
papers were stolen and while Pierce had never owned the rights to Boggy
Creek, this loss made it that much harder for Pam to reclaim the film and the
pieces of her own history connected to it. That might have been the end of the
story had family members not returned to Pierce’s crumbling former home in
2011. From the rubble of a collapsed ceiling, a cousin pulled out an envelope.
Inside was the unopened will of Charles B. Pierce, naming Florene (Pam’s by
-then-deceased mother) as the sole beneficiary. Two years later, on her
mom’s birthday, Pam received the final paperwork needed to become administrator of her father’s estate and did what any daughter would: she went back
to Boggy Creek...

Pamula Ann Pierce as Herself
Florene Lyons Pierce as Bessie Smith
Tammy Harper & Bobby Splawn as Smith Children

‘Belle of The Bog’, Originally published on www.Joebobbriggs.com, Reprinted with Permission.
Written By Laura Kupp Beerman
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Aaron Ball
The Baby of Boggy
Creek

ORIGINS: A STORY OF FIRSTS
The story surrounding mad genius independent filmmaker Charles B. Pierce’s run
-away major motion picture box office hit The Legend of Boggy Creek (1972) is a
story of firsts. Of course, the genre-defying film itself represents many firsts – it
was, after all, the first movie of its kind; however, these are not the firsts about
which I wish to write here - that task is amply achieved in Steve Bissette’s wonderful introductory chapter and echoed in the various fine essays that make up
this delightful and incredibly thorough volume. No, the firsts to which I refer are
instead deeply relevant to me. These firsts have shaped my life’s trajectory and
have even come to define my character – some in ways quite apparent; others in
ways that remain as elusive and mysterious as the sad, lonely, and terrifying
Fouke Monster itself.
The Legend of Boggy Creek represents my first role in a major motion picture. I
was credited simply as “Baby,” though I was about to turn three years old at the
time of the film’s release. My first memories in life are of a man getting into and
out of a giant ape suit, being cared for by a young woman who was not my actual
mother, and staring into the giant lens of a 35mm motion picture camera. The list
of firsts continues: my first close-up; the first movie I ever saw; my first motion
picture premiere - the first screening in the week-long pre-distribution run at the
old Saenger Theatre (then The Paramount Theatre, now The Perot Theatre) in
Texarkana, Texas about which Stephen Bissette writes in his introduction (my
formal invitation, now lost, was addressed to “Master Aaron Christopher Ball”);
my first drive-in movie experience; my first exposure to cinema craft; and perhaps, most importantly, my first awareness of supernatural phenomena, mystery,
storytelling, myth, and fear of and fascination for the unknown.
This list of firsts extends beyond the time and place of ‘Boggy Creek’ well into
the first decade of my life and covers various production locations spanning the
states of Arkansas, Texas, Montana, Florida, and Louisiana. I was born in Texarkana, Texas in 1969. Almost all of my family hails from the Ark-La-Tex region
of the American South, a region about which Dan Baily so colorfully writes in his
essay “The Kookaburra of Boggy Creek.” My father, the artist John Ball, served
as art director for ‘Boggy Creek’ - a role that today is considered two distinct jobs
in the film industry – production designer and art director. My father was also
Charlie’s right-hand man when they worked together at Charlie’s commercial art
studio and advertising agency, Pierce Advertising (later, P&L Advertising - a
product of a partnership formed between Pierce and L.W. “Buddy” Ledwell who
was both a major client of the agency and ultimately principal investor in ‘Boggy
Creek’) on State Line Avenue in Texarkana. Barely big enough for their two
drafting tables, it was here at this little ad agency that Charlie and my father culti-
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vated and executed not only the ideas for striking commercial graphic design and
creative ad campaigns for Texarkana-area businesses, but also many of the ideas for
Charlie’s subsequent motion pictures.
My father went on to serve as art director for Grayeagle (1977, Helena, Montana),
The Norseman (1978, Tampa, Florida), and The Evictors (1979, Monroe & Shreveport, Louisiana). For The Evictors, my father took on the additional duty of property master under the primarily as a local interest film,” Tommy explained. “When
we started [exhibiting], we didn’t have the money to buy prints, so we bought
[only] two and rented theaters in Texarkana and in east Texas. I would go around
on Monday and settle with the theaters and bring the cash back in the trunk of the
car.” The unexpectedly explosive box office receipts caught the attention of Howco
founder Joy Houck who then approached the production team about distribution.
“[Houck] distributed several of our films,” Tommy continued, “until we made the
deal with AIP.” Looking back on the ‘Boggy Creek’ production experience, Tommy muses, “I think the beauty of this endeavor was the fact that no one really had
any idea what we were doing. We made it all up every day, and somehow, it just all
came together.”
Among my relationships within the core production team and various cast members, I have fond memories of the Wood family. Lana and Natalie’s mother, Maria,
who once lovingly taught me how to make an artificial carnation out of tissue paper,
and Lana’s young daughter, Evan, both accompanied Lana during production on
Grayeagle in 1977, and they were very much like a surrogate family to me. Other
particularly fond memories are of the friendships I made with Michael Parks and his
son Jim – later, both of From Dusk Till Dawn 2 (1999), Kill Bill: Vol. 1 (2003), Kill
Bill: Vol 2 (2004), and Death Proof (2007) fame - during production work on The
Evictors in 1979. Michael quickly adopted me as a second son, and he would sing
both Jim and me to sleep at nights in our hotel room while accompanying himself
on the guitar, with which, as with his son Jim, he always traveled.
LEGACY: ALL THAT REMAINS
What is the legacy of The Legend of Boggy Creek? This question will come up
again and again in one form or another in the various writings that make up this
book. There is the legacy that arises from Charlie’s total body of work – all of
which is rooted in ‘Boggy Creek’ and which Daniel Kramer surveys in his ‘Art of
the Possible.’ There is also the legacy that arises from the movie itself – how it
influenced a generation of both filmmakers and audiences around the world. This
legacy is touchingly laid out by Mark Matzke in his “A Salute to Boggy Creek,”
and echoed by Sean Whitley in his interview with Stephen R. Bissette, “Fryin’ Up
Southern Fried Bigfoot.” In fact, most all of these considerations of legacy are
thoroughly explored in this book. For me, the legacy of ‘Boggy Creek’ is something I live and breathe to this day. Its influence and impact on my life run deep
because of my ubiquitous presence in Charlie’s canon and my profound admiration
for both Charlie and my father. For example, Charlie’s independent spirit, of which
his films are a direct reflection, has served for me over the years as a foundational if
-you-want-it-done-right-do-it-yourself philosophy that is responsible, I think, for
the majority of both my successes and failures in life. I take immense ownership
over projects, for better or for worse, and am fond of cultivating my own collaborative teams with few ties to outside influence or demands.
These same character traits were also dominant in my father who later went on to
work as an artist for Hallmark Cards in Kansas City, Missouri. Bucking the established corporate structure and norms at Hallmark, my father provoked, challenged,
and questioned everything in his path; management simply didn’t know what to do
with him. By the time he gained a management position, he refused to wear a tie in
defiance of dress code. Defying dress codes was certainly nothing new to my father. While attending the Ringling College of Art and Design in Sarasota, Florida
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in 1966 as a young art student, he defied the policy of wearing shoes to class - a
policy necessitated by the trends developing within a growing, activist youth culture at the time - by painting highly realistic sandals on his bare feet. At Hallmark,
my father was ultimately relegated to a tiny shoebox-sized office in an older part
of the corporate complex and given a bare-bones staff of two artists and two copywriters with the dismissive directive to simply create something. He quickly
emerged after a month or two having created the most culturally and financially
successful product line in Hallmark’s history: Shoebox Greetings.
This same free, creative, and entrepreneurial spirit, which I consider to be the
greatest part of the legacy bequeathed to me by Charlie and my father, has informed to date the entirety of my life’s path. The seeds of my obsession with film
– film history, print film on reels, the shooting of amateur movies on my Super-8
camera as a pre-teen, the almost inherent desire to convert nearly everyone around
me into acting talent to direct for the sake of a film project – were all planted by
Charlie going back to ‘Boggy Creek,’ and all seemed to culminate with my sudden
acquisition at auction in 1996 of the entire repository of the state of Kansas’ original print, 16mm educational and social guidance films from the ‘40s, ‘50s, and
‘60s amassed from nearly all of the state’s 286 school districts. Virtually overnight, I found myself the proud owner of well over 4,000 individual reels of 16mm
film in varying conditions – many of which were the last surviving cultural artifacts of the United States government’s calculated response to its fears and concerns surrounding the potential effects of the post-war baby boom. While much of
the content of these films is propagandist in nature, and though at the time, the
various topics in these films were serious concerns for America, in today’s more
informed climate, many of these films are laugh-out-loud hilarious.
In 2005, feeling the responsibility of being the sole proprietor of such culturally
significant ephemera and not one to miss an opportunity, I created a character,
“Mr. Projector,” who looked as though he’d stepped right out of the late fifties or
early sixties and whose entire body of knowledge was limited only to what the
government wanted us to know and believe in our immediate post-war society. I
developed a video podcast, Mr. Projector!, to showcase the films and the character. In 2006, as a result of the popularity of the short-lived podcast and my subsequent relationship with film collectors across the country, I attracted the attention
of independent filmmaker Paul Bunnell. Paul fell in love with Mr. Projector! and
thought the character would be a perfect addition to the film he was working on at
the time, The Ghastly Love Of Johnny X (2012) starring Will Keenen of Tromeo &
Juliet (1996) fame (Sean Whitley discusses Troma and specifically writer James
Gunn in his ‘Southern Fried Bigfoot’ interview). Paul wrote my character “Mr.
Projector” into his film – a musical toss-up to 1950’s science fiction cinema - as
the quirky announcer of a late-night television talk show, which is hosted by another quirky character, “Cousin Quilty,” played by the brilliant Academy Awardwinning actor and songwriter Paul Williams. Additionally, I wrote, directed, and
starred in (as “Mr. Projector”) all of the bonus features on the DVD.
‘Johnny X’ had a successful run at film festivals worldwide and was warmly reviewed. It gained particular notoriety as having been the very last motion picture
filmed on Kodak’s discontinued Plus-X black and white 35mm stock - the same
stock used for such recent iconic black and white films as Manhattan (1979), Raging Bull (1980), and Schindler’s List (1993) in addition to countless earlier films
from the classic age of black and white cinema; however, upon its official theatrical release, ‘Johnny X’ ran for only a single week in a single theater in Overland
Park, Kansas. The pitiful, resulting box office receipts placed ‘Johnny X’ on the
very last of the list of box office returns. This fact in itself called attention to the
film and landed Paul Bunnell a segment highlighting his film on CBS’s Sunday
Morning with Bill Geist on, ironically, Oscar Sunday, February 24, 2013. Charlie
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and my father would both have found sublime irony in the fact that my first appearance in a major motion picture was among the highest grossing films of its
year of release, and that my most recent appearance in a major motion picture
forty years later came in dead last.

Another legacy left by Charlie’s work is a trail of clever nicknames and aliases
used both on and off the screen. Both Charlie and my father were fiercely creative
and assertive, and they loved a good practical joke. To that end, monikers and
coded pseudonyms were often tossed about for their use on set as well as in credits. On set and location in later pictures, there were “Big John” (Welsh), and
“Little Joe” (Catalanotto) among others. There were “Chuck Bryant” (Charlie’s
pseudonym constructed from both his first and middle names and the one used in
‘Boggy Creek’ for singing credit) and “Sparkplug,” Charlie’s nickname, which
became the memorable sheriff’s deputy’s name – a role played by Charlie himself
- in The Town That Dreaded Sundown. There was also, as previously noted,
“Johnny Nashville” (Ball), my father, who was born in the small, southwestern
Arkansas town of Nashville in 1947 – the same town – about fifty miles northeast
of Texarkana - in which I was raised. Then, there is the matter of Charlie’s billing
name, which was established from the very beginning: “Charles B. Pierce.” Charlie landed on this billing credit so as not to be confused with Charles Pierce, a
popular contemporaneous female impersonator. Consequently, great irony was to
be made when Charlie’s character “Sparkplug” actually dons a dress as part of a
sting operation in The Town That Dreaded Sundown. The fun Charlie had with
pseudonyms and monikers are part of his legacy and inadvertently helped contribute to a fair amount of factual confusion and inaccuracies.
©2019 Aaron Ball, all rights reserved, printed with permission: this essay is excerpted from the forthcoming book CRYTID CINEMA: THE BOGGY CREEK
LEGACY (edited by Stephen R. Bissette, SpiderBaby Press, 2019), which details
the life, work, and legacy of Charles B. Pierce and the stories behind THE
LEFEND OF BOGGY CREEK.

Bunny Dees as Mrs. Ford
Arron Ball as Baby Ford

Bunny Dees as Mrs. Ford
Arron Ball as Baby Ford
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Original Lobby Card

Remastered 2019
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Original Lobby Card

Remastered 2019
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Original Artwork
By Josh Ryals
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Cast
Vern Stierman...Narrator (voice)

Chuck Pierce Jr....Jim as Boy
William Stumpp...Jim as Adult
Willie E. Smith...Willie

Lloyd Bowen...Himself
B.R. Barrington...Himself
J.E. 'Smokey' Crabtree...Himself
Travis Crabtree...Himself
John P. Hixon ... Himself
John W. Oates ... Himself
Buddy Crabtree...James Crabtree
Jeff Crabtree...Fred Crabtree
Judy Haltom... Mary Beth Searcy
Mary B. Johnson...Sister
Louise Searcy...Herself
Dina Louise Savell... Baby
Phillip Bradley ...Teen-age Hunter

Bill Hunt ...Hunter
Monroe E. Smith...Hunter
Eddie J. Dalmes...Hunter

James E. Cobb...Hunter
William Wright ...Hunter
Eddy Berdig...Hunter

Jerry Chapman...Hunter
Rickey Ashley ... Hunter
Dave R. Templeton
John Knight Jr.

... Hunter

... Hunter
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Dudley Pickens ... Hunter

James Cornell ... Hunter
Gene Ross ... Hunter
Thomas Templeton ... Hunter

Herb Jones ... Himself
Steve Lyons ... Teen-age Couple
Patty Dougan ... Teen-age Couple
Dennis Lamb ... Mr. Kennedy
Loraine Lamb ... Mrs. Kennedy
George Dobson ... George

Dave Ball

... Dave

Jim Nicklus ... Jim
Flo Pierce

... Bessie Smith

Pamula Pierce ... Child (as Pamela Ann Pierce)
Tammy Harper ... Child
Bobby Splawn ... Child

Charles Walraven ... Himself
Robin Raffaelli... Trailer Incident
Cathy Cox ... Trailer Incident

Jinger Hawkins ... Trailer Incident
Glenn Carruth ... Bobby Ford
Bunny Dees ... Mrs. Ford

John Wallis ... Mr. Ford
Sarah Coble ... Mrs. Turner
Dave O'Brien ... Mr. Turner

Billy Crawford ... Corky Hill
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James Tennison

... Landlord

Ernest Walraven ... Himself (as Constable Walraven)
Amanda Pierce ... Little Girl
Aaron Ball ... Baby
Ken McElroy

... Doctor

Sarah Brewers ... Nurse
Glenda Page

... Nurse

Rest of cast listed alphabetically:
Sandra Peabody ... Sandra (uncredited)
Jerry Chapman...Hunter
Rickey Ashley...Hunter
Dave R. Templeton... Hunter
John Knight Jr...Hunter
Dudley Pickens...Hunter

James Cornell...Hunter
Gene Ross Gene Ross ...Hunter
Thomas Templeton...Hunter

Herb Jones...Himself
Steve Lyons...Teen-age Couple
Patty Dougan...Teen-age Couple

Dennis Lamb...Mr. Kennedy
Loraine Lamb...Mrs. Kennedy
George Dobson...George Dobson

Dave Ball...Dave
Jim Nicklus...Jim
Flo Pierce...Bessie Smith
Pamula Pierce ..Child
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Tammy Harper...Child
Bobby Splawn...Child
Charles Walraven ...Himself
Robin Raffaelli...Trailer Incident
Cathy Cox ...Trailer Incident
Jinger Hawkins...Trailer Incident
Glenn Carruth ...Bobby Ford
Bunny Dees...Mrs. Ford
John Wallis...Mr. Ford
Sarah Coble...Mrs. Turner
Dave O'Brien...Mr. Turner
Billy Crawford...Corky Hill

James Tennison.. Landlord
Ernest Walraven...Himself (as Constable Walraven)
Amanda Pierce...Little Girl

Aaron Ball...Baby
Ken McElroy...Doctor
Sarah Brewers...Nurse
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Q&A Forum
Hosted By:

Lyle Blackburn

Lyle Blackburn is a native Texan known for his work in writing, music, and film.
He is the author of several acclaimed books, including “The Beast of Boggy
Creek” and “Lizard Man,” whose subject matter reflects his life-long fascination
with legends and sighting reports of unknown creatures. Lyle is also the founder of
the rock band, Ghoultown, and narrator/producer of documentary films such as
“The Mothman of Point Pleasant” and “Boggy Creek Monster.”

Lyle is a frequent guest on radio programs such as Coast To Coast AM, and has
been featured on numerous television shows airing on Animal Planet, Destination
America, Discovery Science, and A&E. In his work with Monsters and Mysteries
in America, he served as both consulting producer and special episode host.
As a musician, Lyle has achieved similar success. His band Ghoultown has released eight albums, which have not only earned a loyal worldwide following, but
found their way into movies, video games, and numerous live venues across the
United States, Canada, and Europe. Highlights include an invitation to write a
theme song for iconic horror maven, Elvira, Mistress of the Dark. The song’s music video - featuring Elvira herself - was aired on her nationally syndicated
show, Movie Macabre.
When Lyle isn’t writing books, hunting monsters, or performing with his band, he
can be found speaking at various cryptozoology conferences and appearing at
horror conventions around the United States. Just look for the trademark black
cowboy hat.
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Boggy Creek Wines

RED WINES

WHITE WINES

Cynthiana -1.2
Cabernet Sauvignon -0.9
Merlot -0.6
Chambourcin -0.4
Boggy Creek Blend +0.5
Sweet Red +4.5
Red Muscadine +4.9
Blackberry Merlot +4.9
Sangria +8.4
Red Moscato +10.1

Pinot Grigio -1.3
Chardonnay -0.4
Boggy Creek Blend +0.3
White Zinfandel +1.6
White Muscadine +4.5
Niagara +4.6
Parachute +
Moscato +10.0
Strawberry Moscato +10.1

Note: The higher the negative number the DRYER the wine.
The higher the + the SWEETER the wine.
Fay J Winery
2325 Texas Blvd.
Texarkana, TX, 77503
903-278-8800
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Boggy Creek Merchandise

Available at:
www.LegendofBoggyCreek.com
1894 City Market, 105 Olive St. Texarkana, AR
Monster Mark, US-71, Fouke, AR
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Special Thanks
Senator Mark Pryor
Scott Lunsford
David A. Mallette
Michael Logan
Josh Ryals
Fay J. Durant
Mayor Bob Bruggeman
Mayor Allen Brown
Mayor Terry Purvis
The Barcelou Family (David, Sloane, Chloe, Brett
Cole, Olivia, and Sophia)

Autographs
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In Loving Memory
Venue provided by Dena Darleen Davis Whisler
in memory of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Davis (Ruth)

Special Thanks
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Pamula Pierce Productions, LLC.
Copyright 2019.
All Rights Reserved.
Www.LegendofBoggyCreek.com

“When I was young, The Legend of Boggy Creek scared me to death, and it’s pseudo-documentary style was a big influence on us, on the Blair Witch Project..” Dan Myrick, Co-Writer, Producer, Director, The Blair Witch Project
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